DATASHEET

EZStation Video Management Software

Key Features
Unified management for IP cameras, NVRs, decoding devices, and etc.
Up to 256 local channels and 128 cloud channels; add, edit and share cloud devices.
Automatic device discovery (or search by network segment); add devices by domain name/IP address; add devices and adjust time in
batch.
Diverse capabilities:
Live view: up to 64 live view, scene, custom view, split screen, multi-window display, corridor mode, sequence display, audio,
two-way audio
Recording: local recording, recording schedule, alarm-triggered recording, recording download
Playback: recording search by time/event, local/remote playback, synchronous playback, smart search, and play recordings on
SD card
PTZ control: Pan, tilt, zoom, 3D positioning, preset, patrol, pattern, and patrol plan
Alarm: temperature, device online/offline, motion detection, and VCA alarming and alarm triggered live view and recording
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People counting: entered/left/entered and left statistics, daily/weekly/monthly/yearly report export.
E-Map: hot spot for easy live view, hot zone for sub-map, eagle eye, and map alarming
Video wall: decoding channel configuration, sequence display and playback on video wall
Flexible maintenance such as log export, alarm info export
Friendly user interface for easy operation

Specifications
Function

Description

Note: Functions and system requirements may vary with software version.
Device Management
Devices Supported
Features

Max. 256 local channels and 128 cloud channels
Max. 64 local devices and 64 cloud devices
Auto device discovery, and adding, configuring, time adjusting in batch

Live Monitoring
Screen Layout

PTZ Control
Features

1/ 4/ 5 /6 /8 /9 /10 /13 /16 /17 /25 /32 /36 /64 split screen(s) with up to 3 sub screens
Note: Max. 64 screens live view
Pan, Tilt, Zoom, Preset, Patrol, 3D positioning, IR control, wiper control, heat control, snow removing
Note: Actual functionality may vary depending on device capability.
Sequence display, snapshot, local record, audio, two-way talk, and instant playback

Playback
Video Source

Recording video from NVR

Max Channels

16 (Async)/16 (Sync)

Search Type

Time/event/calendar

Export File

.ts, .mp4

Features

Recording schedule and download, snapshot, -16x~16x speed for forward and backward, audio, digital zoom

Alarm
Type

Multiple alarm types including device alarms and VCA alarms

Alarm Triggering

Live view, recording, email, preset, alarm output and etc.

Features

Alarm schedule, actions setup, alarm memo, alarm info popup

E-Map
Format

PNG/JPEG/BMP

Map Alarm

Alarm flash, search and acknowledge

Features

Hot spot, hot zone, map zoom in/out, eagle eye

System Requirement
Operating System: Microsoft Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows10 (64-bit)
EZStation 64-bit

CPU: Intel Core i5 3.1 GHz or higher
Memory: 4GB or higher
Operating System: Microsoft Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows10 (32-bit or 64-bit)

EZStation 32-bit

CPU: Intel Pentium IV 3.0 GHZ or higher (4 Core, 3.0GHZ recommended)
Memory: 2GB or higher
Note: The 64-bit Windows shall be able to host 32-bit software.
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Operating System: Mac OS 10.11 or higher
EZStation Mac

CPU: Intel Core i5 3.1 GHz or higher
Memory: 4GB or higher
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